
Marking Scheme- Biological molecules 
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2. (a) -OH is below on  C1 in α glucose. [1] 

(b) (i) (1-4) glycosidic bond [1] 

(ii) 1 -OH on free molecule and end of chain indicated; 
2 water eliminated/removed/condensation reaction; 

3 oxygen bridge/glycosidic bond drawn in correct position relative to chain; 

4 between C1 and C4, must be labelled either side of glycosidic bond; [3] 

 (iii) cellulose [1] 

(c)- Amylase breaks down/hydrolyses starch to give maltose(reducing sugar);  
-The enzymes (maltase/amylase) are denatured/active sites disrupted/tertiary structure changed, when boiled at 

a high temperature; 
- Maltase does not break down/ hydrolyse starch 

- tube F is a control; to show that there is no breakdown of starch without an enzyme [4] 
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(b)  
-The water molecules are held together by the hydrogen bonds creating strong attraction/ cohesion between 

water molecules. 
- Water molecules are polar: hydrogen bonding, e.g. slight –ve charge on O atom, slight +ve charge on H atom. 

- high boiling point / water boils at 100oC ; high latent heat of vaporisation ; so water is liquid over wide range 
of temperatures ; (liquid so) provides, support / buoyancy ; high (specific) heat capacity ; 

- stable temperature / temperature of water does not change quickly ; 
- large amount of energy needed to be transferred from water for it to freeze / high latent heat of fusion ; 

- maximum density at 4°C / less dense at 0°C ; provides surface tension ; [5] 
 



5. (a) (i) It describes the sequence of amino acids (in a polypeptide chain) [1] 
(ii) H2O/water, released ; 
(correct) bond formation between (lysine) carboxyl group and (valine) amino group ; 

dipeptide (of lysine and valine) and formed with correct structural formula ; [3] 

(b) (i) secondary 
1 regular order/pattern, based on H-bonds ; 

2 between CO– group of one amino acid and NH– group of another ; 
3 alpha-helix and β-pleated sheet ;  
 
structure: 

1 folding coiling; 
2 interactions between,  

3 two correctly named bonds; e.g. hydrogen bonds, disulfide, bonds/bridges, ionic bonds, hydrophobic 
interactions 

4 further description of bonds ; e.g. disulfide between cysteine (S–H) groups 
hydrogen between polar groups (NH– and CO–) 

ionic between ionised amine and carboxylic acid groups 
hydrophobic interactions between non-polar side chains 

5  active site, specific/precise, shape ; 
6 globular shape ; A spherical/ball 

7 amino acids with, hydrophilic/polar [5] 
 

(ii) enables (protein to) function as a biological catalyst, provides active site which are specific in nature [1] 
 

(c) altered (mRNA) codon(s)/triplet(s) ;  changed amino acid(s) ; for e.g stop codon can be formed, 
effects of stop codon ; e.g. shortened polypeptide chain with different primary structure,  and different 

properties altered tertiary structure; change in active site ,of globular to fibrous change/hydrophilic R groups no 
longer to outside ; [3] 
 

6.(a) (i) glycosidic ; [1] 

(ii) hydrolysis [1] 

(iii)  
- As a solvent / medium for reactions ; 

-  transport medium ; 
- maintaining turgidity / keeping firm / prevents flaccidity 

- as raw material for photosynthesis  
- maintains, hydrostatic pressure / pressure potential ; 

- osmotic gradient / prevents plasmolysis  
- for hydrophilic interactions of membranes ;[2] 

 
(b) spherical / ball-shaped;  has a tertiary structure ; 

hydrophilic / polar, groups on outside ; 
water soluble ; [2] 


